East Asian Languages and Cultures – an overview, JK0900, 7.5 HEC

Reading list

Texts marked with [SUB e-book] are available at Stockholm University Library as e-book. Texts with links are of course available on the internet. All other texts will be uploaded on the Athena page for the course.

Jaqueline Berndt


Monika Gänssbauer


Sonja Häussler


Stina Jelbring


Jelbring, Stina. Collection of texts.


Gabriel Jonsson


Eunah Kim


Mitsuyo Kuwano Lidén
(The page numbers apply for any volume in the series Handbooks of Japanese Language Linguistics)

Additional readings (not mandatory):

Gunnar Jinmei Linder

Ewa Machotka

Iain Sands

Irmy Schweiger